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What is Kahoot? 

 

It is an educational game, which gives you a multiple choice questions, and this game can be played in 

groups. It makes learning more fun, because it mixes competition and smarts, which makes it a nice 

educational tool. It was first released in September 2013, and it launched in March 2013. It was invented 

to put a spin on learning, it was intended to make learning less stressful and fun, which helps lots of 
people learn better. It is used in many classrooms as a learning tool for students, or even the teachers. 



Benefits of using this Digital Learning Tool 

 

• Very easy to use tool that helps educate people 

• Makes learning a lot more fun, involving education and competition 

• Allows for teachers to teach their students in a more creative way, which might help some 
students learn better 

• Lastly, Kahoot is widely used among many classrooms, which shows that the new way of 

learning really helps many people 



Disadvantages to using this Digital Learning Tool 

 

•  It is easy to cheat off of your friends, completely ruining the whole point of teaching people 

• Games can get too competitive, to the point where people would rather answer fast than get 
the answer right, which goes against the learning portion of this tool  

•  May be used for purposes other than learning, defeating the purpose 

• Since its all online, the website may crash, eliminating all use of it 

Game of Kahoot 

 



 

https://sway.office.com/Fm63WzfBIVLd5kR4#content=2kosFWe6ibblvZ 
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